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Who are you?
- Developers?
- Data scientists?
- Machine learning users?
- Cloud users?

Who are we?
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““Any sufficiently advanced technology
is indistinguishable

from magic.”
— Arthur C. Clarke
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What is machine learning?

Information

Data
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How does ML work?

Origin

Trying to mimic
how (we think)
our brain works

How

Using
many examples
to find answers

Result

Solving problems
without explicitly
knowing the answer
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Training a deep neural network
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Using a deep neural network
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Exponential use of deep learning at Google

Used across products:
- Android
- Apps
- Gmail
- Maps
- Photos
- Speech
- Search
- Translation
- YouTube
- ...Un
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Three ways we can benefit from ML today

ML APIs MLAutoML

Data scientists
ML experts

App developers

Ready-to-use
models

Customized
models

Neural 
networks

Building blocks



Machine learning APIs
Ready-to-use models
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Ready-to-use machine learning models

Cloud
Translation 

API

Cloud 
Speech-To-Text

API

Cloud 
Natural Language

API

Cloud 
Vision

API

Cloud Video
Intelligence

API

Cloud 
Text-To-Speech

API

Image Video Text Text Speech Text

Info Info Info Translation Text Speech



Analyze images
with a simple request

Try it in your browser!
cloud.google.com/vision

Vision API

@PicardParis

https://cloud.google.com/vision


Logo Detection
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Landmark detection
"landmarkAnnotations": [{

  "mid": "/m/02j81",

  "description": "Paris",

  "score": 0.6147354,

  "boundingPoly": {

    "vertices": [{

      "x": 53,

      "y": 273

    },

    ...

    ]

  },

  "locations": [{

    "latLng": {

      "latitude": 48.858546,

      "longitude": 2.3222419999999997

    }

  }]

}]Photo by Pedro Kümmel: unsplash.com/photos/x1mQuq9lBq0

https://unsplash.com/photos/x1mQuq9lBq0
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Landmark detection
"landmarkAnnotations": [{

  "mid": "/m/0348s6",

  "description": "Paris Hotel and Casino",

  "score": 0.7407052,

  "boundingPoly": {...},

  "locations": [...]

}],

"webDetection": {

  "webEntities": [...],

  "fullMatchingImages": [..., {

    "url": "https://cdn.pixabay.com/photo/..."

  }, ...],

  "partialMatchingImages": [...],

  "pagesWithMatchingImages": [..., {

     "url": "https://pixabay.com/en/photos/...",

  }, ...],

  "visuallySimilarImages": [...],

  ...

}

Photo by fva2105: pixabay.com/en/eiffel-tower-vegas-night-view-105506

https://pixabay.com/en/eiffel-tower-vegas-night-view-105506/
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Landmark detection
"landmarkAnnotations": [{

  "mid": "/m/0348s6",

  "description": "Paris Hotel and Casino",

  "score": 0.9117233,

  "boundingPoly": {

    "vertices": [{

      "x": 362,

      "y": 87

    },...]

  },

  "locations": [{

    "latLng": {

      "latitude": 36.11221,

      "longitude": -115.172596

    }

  }]

}]
Original photo by Andre Barreto: pixabay.com/en/las-vegas-strip-paris-hotel-casino-202498

https://pixabay.com/en/las-vegas-strip-paris-hotel-casino-202498
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Object detection

Photo by Shaun Jeffers: hobbitontours.com

"localizedObjectAnnotations": [{

  "boundingPoly": {...},

  "score": 0.6458114385604858,

  "mid": "/m/05s2s",

  "name": "Plant"

}, {

  "boundingPoly": {...},

  "score": 0.5980525016784668,

  "mid": "/m/0d4v4",

  "name": "Window"

}, {

  "boundingPoly": {...},

  "score": 0.5698254704475403,

  "mid": "/m/03jm5",

  "name": "House"

}]

Plant 0.65

Window 0.60

House 0.57

https://www.hobbitontours.com/media/1162/hobbiton-movie-set-18.jpg
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Label & text detection

Photo by Thandy Yung: unsplash.com/photos/zeW9BQbWmJs 

"labelAnnotations": [{

  "mid": "/m/05h0n",

    "description": "nature",

    "score": 0.9496212

  },...

],

"textAnnotations": [{

  "locale": "en",

  "description": "no admittance\nexceptón p...",

  "boundingPoly": {...}

},...]

https://unsplash.com/photos/zeW9BQbWmJs
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Face detection

Rendering by Elendil: www.zbrushcentral.com/printthread.php?t=45397 

 "faceAnnotations": [{

   "boundingPoly": {...},

   "fdBoundingPoly": {...},

   "landmarks": [{

       "type": "LEFT_EYE",

       "position": {...}

     },...],

   "rollAngle": 7.0562186,

   "panAngle": -2.5382688,

   "tiltAngle": 8.661611,

   "detectionConfidence": 0.9584075,

   "joyLikelihood": "VERY_UNLIKELY",

   "sorrowLikelihood": "VERY_UNLIKELY",

   "angerLikelihood": "LIKELY",

   "surpriseLikelihood": "VERY_UNLIKELY",

   "underExposedLikelihood": "VERY_UNLIKELY",

   "blurredLikelihood": "VERY_UNLIKELY",

   "headwearLikelihood": "VERY_UNLIKELY"

 }]

http://www.zbrushcentral.com/printthread.php?t=45397
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Web entity and matching image detection
 "webDetection": {

   "webEntities": [

     {

       "entityId": "/m/041h0",

       "score": 14.36,

       "description": "J. R. R. Tolkien"

     },...

   ],

   "fullMatchingImages": [

     {

       "url": 

"http://e00-elmundo.uecdn.es/assets/multimedia/i

magenes/2017/08/10/15023830579410.jpg"

     },

   ],

   "pagesWithMatchingImages": [...],

   "visuallySimilarImages": [...]

 }

Photo by Bill Potter: elmundo.es/cultura/2017/08/11/598c81b6e2704ebf238b469e.html 

http://www.elmundo.es/cultura/2017/08/11/598c81b6e2704ebf238b469e.html
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Python, Go, Java, Node.js,... client libraries
from google.cloud import vision

def detect_faces(path):
    """Detects faces in an image."""
    client = vision.ImageAnnotatorClient()

    with io.open(path, 'rb') as image_file:
        content = image_file.read()

    image = vision.types.Image(content=content)
    response = client.face_detection(image=image)

    likelihood_name = ('UNKNOWN', 'VERY_UNLIKELY', 'UNLIKELY', 'POSSIBLE', 'LIKELY', 'VERY_LIKELY')
    print('Faces:')
    for face in response.face_annotations:
        print('joy: {}'.format(likelihood_name[face.joy_likelihood]))

        vertices = (['({},{})'.format(vertex.x, vertex.y)
                    for vertex in face.bounding_poly.vertices])
        print('face bounds: {}'.format(','.join(vertices)))

Sample from open source client library
https://github.com/GoogleCloudPlatform/python-docs-samples



Live demo - Vision API
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Admin

Photo Captures
Cloud Storage

Web App
App Engine

Vision Analyses
Cloud Storage

Composite Photos
Cloud Storage

Faces
Cloud Storage

Image Analysis
Vision API

Compositing
Cloud Functions

Crop Face
Cloud Functions

User

Analyze Photo
Cloud Functions

Web request

Code trigger
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Welcome to Stache Club

The rules of Stache Club:
1. You do not talk about Stache Club
2. You DO NOT TALK about Stache Club
…
8. First time at Stache Club? You have to get your stache!



Live demo - Connect your phones!

⁞



Analyze videos
with a simple request

Try it in your browser!
cloud.google.com/video-intelligence

Video Intelligence API
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https://cloud.google.com/video-intelligence
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Benefits of the Video Intelligence API

Label Detection

Detect entities within 
the video, such as 
"dog", "flower" or 
"car".

Enable Video Search

You can now search 
your video catalog 
the same way you 
search text 
documents.

Insights From Videos

Extract actionable 
insights from video 
files without requiring 
any machine learning 
or computer vision 
knowledge.

More...

Detect sequences.

Detect adult content.

Automatically 
transcribes video 
content in English 
(BETA - more 
languages to come).



Live demo - Video Intelligence API



From a piece of text:
○ Analyze syntax
○ Recognize entities
○ Measure sentiment
○ Classify content

Try it in your browser!
cloud.google.com/natural-language

Natural Language API

@PicardParis

https://cloud.google.com/natural-language
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Analyze syntax

Tolkien was a British writer, poet, philologist, and university professor
who is best known as the author of the classic high-fantasy works

The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings, and The Silmarillion.
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Analyze syntax

{
  "language": "en"
}
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Recognize entities

Tolkien was a British writer, poet, philologist, and university professor
who is best known as the author of the classic high-fantasy works

The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings, and The Silmarillion.
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Recognize entities

Tolkien was a British writer, poet, philologist, and university professor
who is best known as the author of the classic high-fantasy works

The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings, and The Silmarillion.
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Recognize entities

Tolkien was a British writer, poet, philologist, and university professor
who is best known as the author of the classic high-fantasy works

The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings, and The Silmarillion.

{
  "name": "British",
  "type": "LOCATION",
  "metadata": {
    "mid": "/m/07ssc",
    "wikipedia_url": "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom"
  }
}

{
  "name": "Tolkien",
  "type": "PERSON",
  "metadata": {
    "mid": "/m/041h0",
    "wikipedia_url": "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._R._R._Tolkien"
  }
}

{
  "name": "The Silmarillion",
  "type": "WORK_OF_ART",
  "metadata": {
    "mid": "/m/07c4l",
    "wikipedia_url": "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Silmarillion"
  }
}

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._R._R._Tolkien
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Silmarillion
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Classify content

Tolkien was a British writer, poet, philologist, and university professor
who is best known as the author of the classic high-fantasy works

The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings, and The Silmarillion.

{
 "categories": [
   {
     "name": "/Books & Literature",
     "confidence":  0.97
   },
   {
     "name": "/People & Society/Subcultures...",
     "confidence": 0.66
   },
   {
     "name": "/Hobbies & Leisure",
     "confidence": 0.58
   }
 ]
}
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Analyze sentiment
2 example reviews of “The Hobbit”:

- Positive from the NYT (1938)
- Negative from GoodReads
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Python, Go, Java, Node.js,... client libraries
from google.cloud import language

from google.cloud.language import enums

from google.cloud.language import types

def analyze(movie_review_filename):

    """Run a sentiment analysis request on text within a passed filename."""

    client = language.LanguageServiceClient()

    with open(movie_review_filename, 'r') as review_file:

        # Instantiates a plain text document.

        content = review_file.read()

    document = types.Document(content=content, type=enums.Document.Type.PLAIN_TEXT)

    annotations = client.analyze_sentiment(document=document)

Sample from open source client library
https://github.com/GoogleCloudPlatform/python-docs-samples

https://github.com/GoogleCloudPlatform/python-docs-samples
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“Google’s Cloud Natural Language API has shown it can 
accelerate our offering in the natural language 

understanding area and is a viable alternative to a 
custom model we had built for our initial use case.

Dan Nelson, 
Head of Data, Ocado Technology

How Ocado uses machine learning
to improve customer service

bit.ly/ocado-ml

https://bit.ly/ocado-ml


Translate text in 100+ languages

Try it in your browser!
cloud.google.com/translate

Translation API
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https://cloud.google.com/translate
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Benefits of using Translation API

Translate Many 
Languages

100+ different 
languages, from 
Afrikaans to Zulu. 

Used in combination, 
this enables 
translation between 
thousands of 
language pairs.

Language Detection

Translation API can 
automatically identify 
languages with high 
accuracy.

Simple Integration

Easy to use Google 
REST API. 

No need to extract 
text from your 
document, just send 
it HTML documents 
and get back 
translated text.

High Quality 
Translations

High quality 
translations that 
push the boundary of 
Machine Translation. 

Updated constantly 
to seamlessly 
improve translations 
and introduce new 
languages and 
language pairs.
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Python, Go, Java, Node.js,... client libraries
from google.cloud import translate

def translate_text(target, text):

    """Translates text into the target language."""

    translate_client = translate.Client()

    # Text can also be a sequence of strings, in which case this method

    # will return a sequence of results for each text.

    result = translate_client.translate(

        text, target_language=target)

    print('Text: {}'.format(result['input']))

    print('Translation: {}'.format(result['translatedText']))

    print('Detected source language: {}'.format(result['detectedSourceLanguage']))

Sample from open source client library
https://github.com/GoogleCloudPlatform/python-docs-samples

https://github.com/GoogleCloudPlatform/python-docs-samples
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Airbnb - connecting guests through translation

60% of Airbnb bookings  
connect people who use the 
app in different languages

Using the Translation API 
to translate listings, 
reviews, and conversations 
significantly improves a 
guest’s likelihood to book
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Admin

Photo Captures
Cloud Storage

Web App
App Engine

Vision Analyses
Cloud Storage

Composite Photos
Cloud Storage

Faces
Cloud Storage

Image Analysis
Vision API

Compositing
Cloud Functions

Crop Face
Cloud Functions

User

Analyze Photo
Cloud Functions

Web request

Code trigger

Canonical Lang.
Translation API

Text Analysis
Natural Lang. API



Live demo - Text me!

⁞



Convert speech to text
in 120 languages

Try it in your browser!
cloud.google.com/speech-to-text

Speech-To-Text API

@PicardParis

https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text
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Benefits of using Speech-To-Text API

Speech Recognition

Recognizes 120 
languages & variants.

Powered by deep 
learning neural 
networking to power 
your applications.

Real-Time Results

Can stream text 
results, returning 
partial recognition 
results as they 
become available.

Can also be run on 
buffered or archived 
audio files.  

Noise Robustness

No need for signal 
processing or noise 
cancellation before 
calling API.

Can handle noisy 
audio from a variety 
of environments.

Context-Aware

Can provide context 
hints for improved 
accuracy.

Especially useful for 
device and app use 
cases.
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Speech timestamps

Search for text
within your audio

  "transcript": "Hello Amsterdam...",

  "confidence": 0.96596134,

  "words": [

    {

      "startTime": "1.400s",

      "endTime": "1.800s",

      "word": "Hello"

    },

    {

      "startTime": "1.800s",

      "endTime": "2.300s",

      "word": "Amsterdam"

    },

    ...

  ]
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Azar - connecting 20 billion matches

Azar connects you to the rest of 
the world with a single swipe - 
20 billion discovery matches 
and counting

Using the Cloud Speech API and 
Cloud Translation API to 
transcribe audio between 
matches



Live demo - Speak to me!



Generate speech
with a simple request

Try it in your browser!
cloud.google.com/text-to-speech

Text-to-Speech API
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https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech
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https://deepmind.com/blog/wavenet-generative-model-raw-audio
https://deepmind.com/blog/high-fidelity-speech-synthesis-wavenet

WaveNet Technology (Deepmind)

https://deepmind.com/blog/wavenet-generative-model-raw-audio/
https://deepmind.com/blog/high-fidelity-speech-synthesis-wavenet
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Which one is the original recording?

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1gTQV9_k_kFVRdvHNXbtLsCme-a_mn44I/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Hr9CQurVpsXzAAuMgmI5O0L5gLn4ZhMR/preview


AutoML models
Learning to learn
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Cloud AutoML
AutoML

Train Deploy Serve

Your training data Your custom model
with a REST API
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Customize a model with your data

Cloud 
AutoML
Vision

Cloud 
AutoML

Natural Language

Cloud 
AutoML

Translation

Cloud 
AutoML

Video Intelligence

Cloud 
AutoML
Tables

Image Text TextVideo Structured Data

Custom
- Classification
- Object Detection

Custom
Classification

Custom
- Classification
- Entity Extraction
- Sentiment Analysis

Custom
Translation

Custom
- Classification
- Metrics Prediction
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Generic results with the Vision API
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I want more specific results

CIRRUS

ALTOCUMULUS
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In the past, ZSL used to track 
animals and understand their 
lives by having a human review 
photos from cameras deployed 
in the wild.  

Now they can tag these 
pictures automatically, enabling 
a deeper understanding across 
wider geographies to help 
protect the world’s wildlife.

               

Build vision models to annotate 
shop Disney’s products with 
Disney characters, product 
category, and dominant color. 

Annotations are being integrated 
into Disney’s search engine to 
help users get more relevant 
results and find their ideal 
products faster.

               

Building a model to create a 
comprehensive set of product 
attributes to improve product 
recommendations, search 
results, and product filters. 

Recognizing nuanced 
characteristics like patterns 
and neckline styles. 

Using AutoML Vision for specific detections

bit.ly/zsl-automl

https://bit.ly/zsl-automl


Live demo - Connect your phones!

⁞
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Evaluation: results vs expectations

Results
returned

by model

Results
we expect

Results
we don't expect

Results
not returned

by model
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Evaluation: {True, False} × {+,-}

True
positives

False
negatives

True
negatives

False
positives

Model
positives

Model
negatives

Results
we expect

Results
we don't expect
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Model precision

Precision  =   

True
+

True
+

False
+

Precision can be seen as a 
measure of exactness or quality.

High precision means that the 
model returns substantially more 
expected results than 
unexpected ones.
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Recall can be seen as a measure 
of completeness or quantity.

High recall means that the 
model returns most of the 
expected results.

Model recall

Recall  =   

True
+

True
+

False
−
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AutoML under the hood

● Transfer learning: build on existing models

● ML for ML: models to identify optimal model architectures

● Automatic hyperparameter tuning: algorithm for finding the best 

hyperparameters for your model & data
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Transfer learning
Model trained 
on lots of data

Updated output 
using your training 
data

Input 
layer

Hidden layers

Your data
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ML for ML: finding the optimal architecture

Controller: proposes ML models Train & evaluate models

20K
times

Iterate to find the 
most accurate 
model

Layers

Learning rate

Neural Architecture Search paper: bit.ly/nas-paper

https://bit.ly/nas-paper
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Hyperparameter tuning
● Hyperparameters: any value 

which affects the accuracy of an 
algorithm, but is not directly 
learned by it

● HyperTune: Google-developed 
algorithm to find the best 
hyperparameter combinations 
for your model

HyperParam #1

O
bj

ec
tiv

e

Want to find this

Not these

HyperParam #2



More ML!
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More ML!
Build, train, deploy, and serve

your own model

Cloud Machine 
Learning Engine

TensorFlow
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TensorFlow #1 ML repo on GitHub



Time to wrap up!
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Resources
Ready-to-use machine learning models

Cloud Vision API cloud.google.com/vision

Cloud Video Intelligence API cloud.google.com/video-intelligence

Cloud Natural Language API cloud.google.com/natural-language

Cloud Translation API cloud.google.com/translation

Cloud Speech-To-Text API cloud.google.com/speech-to-text

Cloud Text-to-Speech API cloud.google.com/text-to-speech

Train a derived model with your custom data

Cloud AutoML cloud.google.com/automl

Train your own model from scratch

TensorFlow tensorflow.org

Cloud Machine Learning Engine cloud.google.com/ml

https://cloud.google.com/vision/
https://cloud.google.com/video-intelligence/
https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/
https://cloud.google.com/translation/
https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/
https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech/
https://cloud.google.com/automl/
https://www.tensorflow.org/
https://cloud.google.com/ml/


Thank you

Laurent Picard
@PicardParis

Your feedback is welcome
bit.ly/feedback-apprilfestival19

Slides
bit.ly/slides-mlmagic

https://twitter.com/PicardParis
https://bit.ly/feedback-apprilfestival19
https://bit.ly/slides-mlmagic

